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After World War 2, Japanese society has
undergone a great change, urbanization, and the Tokaido

district has developed into a highly urbanized society,with the result that various kinds of problems
have ariserl tbrougbout the Tokaido Megalopolis.

The object of this paper is as follows: (1)to grasp the actual state of urbanization in Japan from

the point of the concentrat)ton of manufacturing industries and population in the big cities, and
to

clarify the characteristic of urbanization in Japan, (2) to investigate the cause and effect of urban

problems, that is, rise in land prices, Small houses, insu缶ciency of life environment facilities, trafrlC

problems and environmenta) pollution, and to find

After
world war 2, Japanese society has undergone

two great changes, namely, industrialization and ur-

banization. These two have had a close connectionwith

each other, enabling Japan to develop into one of the

most advanced countries or the world.

Since 1955 Japan has achieved a rapid economic

growth, which is called a modernmiracle. Espec]'ally

in the 1960)s manufacturing industries such as machine,

metal and chemical industries made great progress in

tecbnologlCal innovation.

At the same time, manufacturing industries and

population have concentrated in the district which

stretcbes丘･om Tokyo and Yokobama to Osaka and

Kobe, and this has developed into a high)y urbanized

society called the Tokaido Megalopolis,with the result

that variouskinds of urban problems have arisen

throughout the Tokaido Megalopolis.

A. Urbani2ation iJ) Japan

First of all we have to form a clear definition of ur_

banization. The word is given various definitions such

as the concentration of mandTacturing industries, the

concentration of population, the increase in non-

agricultural land llSe and血ange in a mode or living.

In essence, however, we should like to de丘ne it as the

concentration of mandTacturing industries and popula-

tion in the cities.

1 ･
Concentratlon of Manufacttlring lndustrjes

Modcm mantlfacturins industries in Japan besan to

9

out bow to solve these urban problems.

develop h the middle of the Meiji era. The Meiji govern-

ment was fわrced to construct the new Japan on an in･

dustrial basis, and made every possible effort to promote

the industries.

At that time, Keihin district (Tokyo and Yokohama

were its centers), Hanshin district (Osaka and Kobe)

and Chukyo district (Nagoya) had the advantage of

capital, workers, raw materials, markets, transportation

and technical skills. While coal fields made it possible

fTor North Kyushu district to prosper as an industrial

region. Then Keihin, Hanshin, Chukyo and Kita

Kyushu districts developed into fわur ma)or industrial

reglOnS in Japan.

Being entirely destroyed during World War 2, man-

ufacturing industries in Japan gradually recovered be-

tween 1947 and 1954. Since 1955 Japan has achieved a

rapid economic growth, and manu払cturing industries

output in Japan increased 10 times between 1955 and

1970･1) Because of the energy revolution from coalto

oil, Kita Kyushu industrial reglOn WaSunable to make

much progress, while Keihin, Hanshin and Chukyo

industrial regions have made great progress, where a

great many factories and o缶ces have been built in rapid

succession･Asa result, seven
prefectures Crokyo,

Kanagawa, Osaka, Hyogo, Aichi, Kyoto and Fukuoka)

provided 54 percent 6f manufacturing industries out-

putin1970.2)

Moreover wholesale and retail sale industries have

concentrated in the b)'g cities to a highdegree. In 1970

Tokyo and Osaka prefectures provided 55 percent of

allthe wholesale goods and had control of all commer_

cial business throughout Japan.V
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y:Lil:What is more important is the concentration of

pivotal management functions in the big cities. These

mean administrative bod]'es, head o伍ces of enterprises,

cultural and educational agencies, bank毒ng facilities.

Tn 1970, 60percent of head offices Of enterprlSeS Ca-

pitalized at over 5 billion yen concentrated in Tokyo･

The reason why they have concentrated in Tokyo is

as follows ; profitable connections with administrative

bodies, availability of various kinds of information, op-

portunities fわr business relationswith other enter-

prlSeS. It is obvious that centralization or power has

produced the excessive concentration of pivotal managed

ment functions in Tokyo.4)

Tbe causes of the rapid economic growth in Japan

are as follows ; belief in economic growth, cooperation

between the government and the people, the introdu-

ction of foreign techniques, protective trade, good

and plentifd labor.

2. Concentration of Population

Japan is a narrow, overpopulated country, that is,

art island with
an area 9f 377,000 square kilometers

;e'&-

(about 30 percent of it is fit fTor use), andwith a popu-

IatiolコOr 1 1 7,000,000. Tberefbre tlle pOpu】atioll density

of Japan is higher than any other advanced country･

This is the most important point in discusslng popu-

lation in Japan.

With the concentration of manufacturlng industries,

a lot or young people
baヤe settled in the big cities of

l也e Tokaido Megalopolis: they have come白.om all

over the country seeking enlployment and cultural,

liberal atmosphere. While iI】rural areas the demands

of the work force have been diminish'ng because offhrm

mechanization and the use of agricultural fertilizers,

in short, rural areas have driven the people into the

big cities.

rlgure 2
population growth rate by

,.h

prefectures (1955-197
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As a result, Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya and Yokobama

each showed
a considerable increase of 64, 52, 98, 135

percent in population between 1950 and 1970･5) Tokyo

now has a population of more than 8,300,000 and Osaka

has more than 2,600,000･ The population density of

Tokyo is more than 14,000 per square kilometer and

that of Osaka is more than 12,000 per square kilometer･

Nearly half of the population
irl Japan lives in the

Tpkaido Megalopolis (e19V?p Prefect耶§)which
oc･
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copies on)y 17 percent of the whole country.5)

In the 1960's a great many young people concentrated

in the big cities themselves, and it was called a great

mgration of the Japanese people. In the 1970's, how-

ever, people concentrating in the big cities gradually

began to decrease in number, at the same time people

have chie8y concentrated in the suburbs of the big

cities.

On the other hand, farming villages,fishing villages

and mountain villages in Tohoku, Hokuriku, Sanin,

Kyushu and Shikoku districts have rapidly decreased

in population in the 1960's because of the mlgration of

young people. The population of these districts, how-

ever, has remained on the same level in the 1970's.

Urbanization has developed a wide difference between

urban and rural areas. In 1965, the population density

of Tokyo prefecture was 60 times as highas that of

Iwate prefecture, and manufacturing industries output

of Tokyo prefecture was 80 times as much as that of

Tottori preLTecture.6) The gap between these two areas

has become one of the most important problems in

Japanese society.

Tbe Japanese government has carried out some

policies in order to solve the problem. In 1962 the

government planned a National Multiple Purpose

Development Program, which aimed to develop 15

production centers (neⅥ′indllStrial cities)in rural areas,

and to decentralize pro血ction. It was called a center

development system. Nevertheless manufacturhg In-

dustries and population kept concentrating in the big

cities because of the bene丘t of centralization.

In 1969 the government decided a New National

Multiple Development Program, which was called a

large-scale development project system. The object of

this program was to construct national transportation

and communication networks and to make a LTew large-

scale industrial development bases in rural areas. It,

however, failed because of the increase of pollution

and the rise in 一and prices.

In 1972-73, the steep rise in oil prices overtook Japan

suddenly and struck a heavy blow at her economy and

put an end
to her

rapid economic growth.

In 1977 the government proposed
a Third National

Multiple Purpose Development Program named a

human settlement
zone system. Its object was to provide

new living zone fit fわrhuman residence in rural areas,

and to control the concentratiorl Of manufacturing in･

ll

dustrics and population in the big cities. We cannot

expect this p1･Ogram tO Obtain the desired effect because

of financial difficulties of the government.

B. Urban Problems in Japan

We must have a clear de丘nition on the meanillg Of

urban problems. We could define them as problems

which prevent people jnanurban society from living

bealtby and cultural lives, and they take place mostly

in the Tokaido Megalopolis wbicb includes three

metropolitan areas (Keihin, Hanshin and Chukyo).

Urban problems in Japan cbieay consist or (1) rise

in land prices, (2) small houses, (3) insu氏ciency of life

environment facilities, (4) tra氏c problems, (5) end

∇iron皿ental pollution.

1. Causes of urban Probtens

The main causes of urban problems in Japan are as

follows ; overcrowding of manufacturing industries and

population in the big cities, inappropriate urban policies

of the Japanese government, insuLRciency of public

SerVICeS.

In the first place,
as state-d above no other district

in the world is so dense in manufacturing industries

and population as the Tokaido Megalopolis. It is

obvious that this high density has produced urban

problems such as rise in land prlCeS, environmental

po]1ution and tra氏c problems. We should consider

this to be the most fundamental cause. ､

In the second place, the Japanese government has

traditionally attached great importance on the develop-

ment of manufacturing industries and agriculture, be-

cause theLiberal-Democratic Party in power chie8y

depends on the contributions from the economic world

and
on the rural votes.1)Asa result, the Japanese

government has sllbordinated the improvement of the

life of citypeople to the development of manufacturing

industries and agriculture, havinggiven little attention

to urban policies. That is the reason why the Japanese

government has not carried out effective and appropriate

urban policies. This is, I think, peculiar to Japan.

In the last place, because of the above-mentioned

traditional policies, the Japanese government could

not afford
to

provide the public services which
are

rleCeSSary
for city peopl.e to live healthy and cultural
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lives.

Therefbre public services in Japan such as sewage

disposal,
parks, railroads, libraries are insufr)cient

compared with those in other advanced countries. The

phrase "first class economic development vs. third

class national lifTeM symbolizes Japan exactly. It is

clear that insu伝ciency of public services has created

various kinds of urban problems, just as the lack of

sewage disposal has created water pollution.

2. Urban Problems

(1) Rise in Land Prices

Because of the concentration of manufacturing In-

dustries and population in the big cities, there has

devdoped a sudden land rush in the Tokaido Megalo-

polis･ Therefore land prices in six big cities has risen 41

times dur l'ng last twenty-five years (especiallyresidential

Table 1 Land prices index in 6 big cities in Japan

year business residential industrial

quarter qu art er q u arter

1955 100

1956 116

1957 137

1958 161

1959 173

1960 231

1961 370

1962 500

1963 558

1964 641

i 965 696

1966 711

1 967 747

1 968 798

1969 915

1970 1,058

1971 1,164

1972 1,271

1973 1,586

1974 1
,827

1975 1
,691

1976 1
,696

1977 1
,727

1978 1
,765

1979 1
,860

1980 2,059

100 100

113 117

150 160

191 213

23 6 270

303 361

436 675

614 1,017

763 1,192

928 1,391

1,038 1,514

1,075 1,516

1,146 1,554

1,288 1,660

1,525 1,869

1,832 2,187

2,176 2,554

2,504 2,866

3,459 3,697

4,148 4,357

3,836 3,963

3,910 3,970

4,086 3,998

4, 300 4,043

4,843 4,206

5,844 4,573

R9ql F写吟t9R9SearCh lrlStituts of Japan

quarters 58 times), while the consumers'prices index

has risen only 4 times for the same years.8)

This eye-openlng rise in land prlCeS has made it

almost impossible for the government and local public

bodies to purchase the land necessary for public

facilities and for city people to buy the land for hous･

i喝.

Land prices in Japan are more expensive than in

any other advanced country, for instance in 1976 land

prices Of residential quarters in Japan were 35,000 yen

per square meter, while those in America, England and

West Germany were each 3,900, 2,100, 6,100 yen per

square meter.9)

Asa result, it is said that urban problems in Japan

cannot be solvedwithout lowerlng land prlCeS, and

thatrise in land prices is the source of all evils. The

Japanese government, however, has not been able to

execute effective measures to control rise in land prices,

so that land prices in and around the big cities have

been rising continuously and remarkably except in 1974.

We would make the following proposals; the govern-

ment should freeze land prices in the big cities at least

for five yearsunder the provisions of the Land Utili-

zation Planning Law; the government should increase

land holding tax in the big cities to a high degree sub-

stantially, and then landho]derswill be forced to dispose

of some of their land, as the result of the increase in

supply or land we should be able to expect land prices

to fall gradually.

(2) Small Houses

A great many houses in Japanese big cities were

destroyed by丘re during World War 2. Japan was

1,620,000 bonses short in 1948, so the shortage or

houses was a big social problem then. In the 1950's

not few houses were built in the big cities, but it was

impossible to provide enough houses for the rapid in･

crease in city dwellers. In the 1960's and 1970's, a great

many public and private houses were gradually built,

so that a long pending plan
"one house per LTami1y''was

completely realized in 1968, and in 1978 empty houses

amounted to 2,620,000.10) The focus of the housing

problem has
changed from quantity

to
quality.

Because of the rise in land prices and in building

expenses, many city people have to eithergive up

building their own homes and keep living in poor rented

apartments, or build small homes Of thsir owrl in sm年11
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菅able2 tlousing in Japanese big cities

floorspace matperman Person

per house per room

Sapporo 65 ･ 80

Tokyo 52.76

Kawasaki 51. 30

Yokobama 61. 6 1

Nagoya 67･ 6 1

Kyoto 69･97

Kobe 59.44

osaka 55.29

Kita Kyushu 65.68

Fukuoka 61.88

(square meter)

8.45 0.78

6.39 0.89

5.98 0.94

6.70 0.87

7.38 0.78

7.24 0.73

6.52 0.83

6.00 0.86

6.71 0.81

7.05 0.81

(ma t) (perso n)

the Big Cities Conference; "Big cities Statistics

Year Book"

building sites at places far from cities and be troubled

with debts f♭r a long tilne. "Small rooms, bigb rent,

far from cities" are the main comp)aints of many city

people.

According to a survey in 1978, 38 percent of the

Japanese people were not satisBedwith their homes

chiefly because of "smallnessH･11) There are a great

many private frame apartments in the big cities, 60

percent of which
are only one room (10 square meters)

without
kitchens. Tbat's the reason why Japanese

houses were called =rabbit hutches州in a EC secret

report.

In 1976, the Japanese people were able to buy a house

of 100 square meters withland of 165 square meters

for 13,960,000 yen, while the American people were

able to buy the same house and land for 8･100,000

yen.12) Needless to say'the great expense in Japan is

due to therise in land prices.

we would insist that the government should control

rise in land prices and build a great many high-storied

apartments with necessary living facilities in the big

cities. Moreover the government needs
to let them at

a low rent.
､

(3) InsdBciency of Life Environment Facilities

various kinds of life environment
facilities are neces-

sary for city people to live pleasant and comfortable

lives. They consist of parks, libraries, shops, bospitals･

schools, sewage disposal and so on･ Life environment

facilities in Japanese big cities are insu氏cient compared

with those in other advanced countries･ Especially the

following four facilitiesare unbelievably insdBcient fわr

13

Japan which has developed into the second economic

power in the free world･

Table 3 Life environment
facilities in Japanese big

cities

city park

Sapporo 4･ 8

Tokyo 1
･7

Kawasaki 3.2

Yokobama 1.8

Nagoya 4･O

Kyoto 2･O

Kobe 5.5

0saka 2.4

Kita Kyushu 5.8

Fuku oka 4. 1

area drainage

inhabitant

district/

urban
district

99

65

21

34

77

57

96

96

44

41

(square meter) (percent)

the Big Cities Conference; "Big Cities Statistics Year

BookIナ

In the first place, r∝reation
facilities such

as parks,

play grounds, athletic grounds, gymnasiums
are h

sufBcient in the big cities. For example, park area per

hhabitant in Tokyo is 1.5 square meter and that in

osaka is 1.9 square meter, while tllat in Washington,

London and Paris are each 46, 30, 8 square meters･13)

Ascity people wi)1 need more recreation
facilities in

the comlng leisure society, it is necessary to provide

them in the big cities.

In the second place, the lack of disposal facilities

such as sewage and garbage
disposais has become a

more and more serious proble皿in Japanese big cities･

For instance, in 1973 the sewage rate in Tokyo was

only 52 percent, while those in New York, London

and Paris were each 80, 100, 100 percent.u)

In the third place, Japanese big cities with small

wooden houses standing roof
to roof, underground

shopping centers and skyscrapers, overhead freeways

and subways are open
to fire, earthquake and gas exI

plosion･ But facilities preventing these disasters are

insufhciently provided for in the big cities･

Finally, it is essential to provide social welfare
facili-

ties which
lend support to the aged and the handicapped･

Especially the increase in the number of the aged and

the nuclear
family has made facilities for the aged such

as senior citizens'homes more and more necessary ln

Japan.
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(4) Tra伍c Problems

TrafrlC
Plays such an important part in the big cities

that it is often compared to the blood vessel. It is not

too much to say that trafRc decides whether the big

cities prosper or Hot.

Transport facilities of passenger trafrlC in Tokyo are

as follows; 27 percent of passengers avails themselves

of natl'onal railroads, 23 percent private railroads, 17

percent subways, 5 percent public buses, 6 percent

private buses, 6 pe:.･cent taxies, 16 percent persona)

Table 4 Tra践c in Japanese big cities

rush-hour trains

Yokosuka line

(Tokyo)

Chuo line

(Tokyo)

subway Higash!'yama line

(Nagoya)

Kanjo line

(Osaka)

subway MidosuJl

(Osaka)

1955 1965 1975

255 307 292

280 289 260

235 236

214 148 245

241 224 21 7

(percen t)

average of one
rush hour in the morning

passengers/seating capacity (10 persons per 3.3

square Ⅱ1e†ers)

tra氏c jams (road length per motor vehicle)

Tol(yo

Yokolla皿a

Nagoya

Kyoto

Osaka

Kobe

1950

1955

1960

1965

1970

1975

1980

1956

32.3

133.2

60. 5

74.0

30.6

107.0

motorcar accidents

acci den ts persons

ki】led

33,212 4,202

93,981 6,379

449,91 7 12,055

567,286 12,484

71 8,080 1 6,765

472,93 6 1 0,792

476,677 8
,760

the Ministry of Transportation;

Year Bookn

1979

4.9

12.7

7.9

9.3

5.5

13.6

ヨ5il琶

persons

injured

24,450

76,501

289,156

425,666

981,096

622,467

598,719

"City Transport

the Seven Big Cities Conference; =Seven Big Cities

Statistics Year BookW

the Prime Ministerls O瓜ce; =Tra氏c Safety White

PaperM

cars･ Those in Osaka are as fol王ows; 18 percent, 31

percent, 18 percent, 6 percent, 1 percent, 6 percent,

20 percent.15)

Tra岱c problems in Japanese big cities can be divided

into
rush-hour trains, tra丘c jams, trafnc (motorcar)

accidelltS.

Rush･hotJr Trahs

Commuters from bed or satellite towns to big cities

are increasing COnSiderab]y year by year, for instance,

more than 2,500,000 people 丘owed into Tokyo (23 ku)

every day ]'n 1980･16) while the trariSPOrt
Capacity of

railroads etc･ has hardly been iIT)Proved.

Asa result, every morning and evenlng trains are

crowded far beyond their capacitywith commuters, it

is often called =a王1e7i on earthM. And commuters are

exhausted by the crowding every day.

For solving the rush-bollr problem, it is necessary to

construct new railroads wbicb link big cities wjtb bed

or satellite towns- But rise in the cost of construction

have made it a】most血possible to collStruCt new rail-

roads fわr
commuting,with the result that the hell on

earthwi]1 continue for a long time.

Tra庁ic Jams

In spite of the rapid increase in the number of cars

running on the roads, road area has hardly increased

in the big cities･ For instance, durhg ten years between

1965 and 1975 in Tokyo, cars increased 8 times, while

road area increased only 1.5 time.17)

Therefbre every morning and evening main roads
in

the big cities are crowded with many cars fTor a distance

of several miles, so that people baヤe to drive cars at a

snail's pace.

We should insist that it is necessary to keep needless

and useless personalcars out of central business areas

of the big cities on weekday mornings, In other words,

we consider that public transportation (railroads and

buses) should play a more important part in such denser

populated cities as Tokyo, Osaka and Nagoya.

Motorcar Accidents

The rapid increase in the number of cars, the lack of

safety facilities on the roads and theviolation of trafBc

regulations by drivers have山1CreaSed the number of

motorcar accidents year by year. ln 1970, 16,765 people

were killed and 981,096 people were Injured by motor-
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car accidents･ Since then the killed and the injured have

gradually decreased in number (in 1979, 8,461 and

596,287).18)Tt may safely be said that motorcar accidents

problem, ca)led a tra氏c war, is one of the greatest urban

(social) problems.

The most important point about motorcar accidents

in Japan is that 46 percent of those killed are pedestrians

and bicvcle riders･ While in America 18 percent are

pedestrians and bicycleriders･ In this sense, cars are

called
"running WeaPOnSn in Japan. To solve this

problem, both pedestrians and bicycleriders must be

protected from the "fangsII of cars. Cars in Japan,

however, have begun to change from"running WeaPOnSH

to "runmng
casketsn.

We insist stror)Sly that the best way to reduce motor-

car accidents is to make drivers keep traffic regulations

by means of exercISlng Strict control over them, and to

provide safety facilities such as sidewalks, tra丘c

signals, overhead pedestr)'ans) bridges, in short, to

separate pedestrians from cars as much as possible.

(5) EnvJ.rOnmental Pollution

Tn kecplngwith a rapid economic growth, environ･

menta一 pol】ution such as air pollution, water pollution,

noise, vibration, bad odors, ground subsidence and soil

pollution has occurred in every part of the Tokaido

Megalopolis since 1955･ And it has been getting worse

and vt,erse throughout the 1960's.

Tbe causes or po一lution can be divided into (1) in-

crease in tile matter Causing pollution, (2) the concen-

tration of pollutant in the big
cities, (3) in声u氏ciency

of anti-pollutiorl policies of the government, (4) in-

su氏ciency of the investment in equlPment Of the en･

terprlSeS.

Asa result, the air over the big cities has been polluted

with sulfur oxide and nitrogen oxide, and the rivers

且owir)g through the big cities have been po】1utedwith

mercury, lead, cyanide and cadmium, and city people

have lived amid Various kinds or noises and vibrations.

The number of o丘cial sufferers amounted to 76,340

in 1979 (uno庄cial sufferers, about 200,000).19) Japan

which was famous fわr her great natura一 beauty has

turned into a country notorious for pollution such as

Mina皿ata disease.

Tn the 1960's,there happened
serious con8icts between

inhabitants
who suffered from

pollution and the enter-

prises Which caused pollution. Inhabitants have often

15

organized themse一ves and have deve!oped various kinds

of movements; they have clain】ed damages from pollu･

lion, they have opposed the establishment and enlarge-

ment of factories, they have entered lawsuits aga]･nst

the enterprises.

Under the pressure of the development of these move-

ments, the government bad to place great importance

on the prevention of pollution, and established the

Po】!ution Prevention Fundamental Law in 1967, and

enacted more than 20 related laws dur]'ngthe succeed1

1ng )･■ears.

table'5 air pollution (sulfur dioxide)

1967 1969 1971 ]973 ]975 1977 1979

Tokyo 0.066 0.054 0.035 0.029 0.027 0.021 0.018

Yokobama 0.039 0.035 0.028 0.019 0.0】2 0.013 0.011

Kawasaki 0.100 0.065 0.049 0.040 0.028 0.016 0.016

Yokka王cbi 0.081 0.051 0.047 0.021 0.010 0.013 0.011

Sakai 0.073 0.047 0.037 0.035 0.025 0.021 0.021

(pp皿)

air pollution (nitrogen diox]'de)

1967 1969 1971 1973 1975 1977 1979

Tokyo - 0.035 0.027 0.037 0.030 0.024 0.035

Kawasaki - 0.030 0.028 0.039 0.033 0.035 0.036

Nagoya

Osaka

Anagasaki

the Sumida

the Meguro

the Eori

the Yamato

the Tosabori

- 0.OiO 0.012 0.014 0.0200.021 0.022

- 0.012 0.022 0.037 0.038 0.035 0.030

- 0.022 0.018 0.022 0.017 0.025 0.027

(ppm)

water pollution (rivers)

1966 1970 1972 1974 1976 1978

16.0 21.0 8.9 5.7 5.9 4.6

41.0 46.0 39.0 43.0 32.0 21.0

24.0 15.0 8.4 5.4 3.9 3.6

6.9 19.0 12.0 11.0 9.1 9.5

7.3 33.0 12.0 14.0 8.7 8.0

@OD, ppm)

water pollution (sea areas)

1966 1970 1972 1974 1976 1978

TokyoPort 3.5 3.8 4.7 4.9 3.4 3.3

NagoyaPort 9.6 6.5 4.5 2.9 3.6 3.9

0sakaPort 5.7 4.8 3.5 2.3 4.4 4.4

(COD, ppm)

the Environment O丘ce : =Environment White Paper''

On account of the regulation by laws, most enter-

prises have been forced to invest in equipment for the

prevention of pollution. The amount of investment

increased 31 times between 1965 and 1975 (from 30

billion yen to 930 billion
yen).20)

Asa result, environmental pollutioninJapan has
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been
gradually improved in the 1970)s. FspeciaJ7y Japan

has
succeeded in reducing the density of sulfur oxide in

the air to one-third during )ast ten years.

Fina】1y we w()uld insist that people's movements

now
play an important part in solving urban problems

in addition to pollution.

Notes

1) the- Ministry of Tnternat王onal Trade and Industry;

"Statistics of lndustryM

2) calculating from "Statistics of Industryn

3) the Ministry of International Trade and lndustry;

"Statistics of Commercen

4) Toyo Economy; "LocalEconomy Conspectusn

5) the Prime minister's O氏ce; =National Census''

6) ditto.

7) In 1979, the total iIICOme Ortbe LiberaトDemocratic

Party amounted to 14,309mi11ion yen, and the

economic world made a contribution of 10,050

mi11jon yen (71.9 percent of the tota) income) to

the Liberal-Democratic Party. ln 1980's general

e王ection, the LibcraトDcmocratic Party won 65

percent of the fixed seats in Tohoku six prefectures

(ruralareas), but won only 33 percent of the fixed

seats in three metropolitan areas.

8) ∇id. table 1.

9) the Ministry of Construction; "Construction White

Papern (1979)

10) the Prime Minister's O丘ce; =Housing Statis-

tics Survey''(1978)

ll) the Ministry of Construction; "Housing Demand

SurveyM (1978)

12) the Ministry of Construction ; =Construction White

PaperM (1979)

13) the Economic Planning O氏ce;=NationalLife White

Paper" (1976)

14) ditto. sewage population/total population

15) the Ministry or Transportation; `City Transport

Year Book''(1980)

16) the Prime Minister's OfBce; "NationalCensus''

17) the Seven Big Cities Conference; "Seven Big Cities

Statistics Year 】】ookII

18) the Prime Minister's OfBce; "TrafBc Safety White

Paper" (1980)

19) the Environment O丘ce; "F.nvironment White Pa.

per''(1980)

20) ditto.


